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ABSTRACT Networked music performance (NMP) is a potential game changer among Internet applications,
as it aims at revolutionizing the traditional concept of musical interaction by enabling remote musicians
to interact and perform together through a telecommunication network. Ensuring realistic performance
conditions, however, constitutes a significant engineering challenge due to the extremely strict requirements
in terms of network delay and audio quality, which are needed to maintain a stable tempo, a satisfying
synchronicity between performers and, more generally, a high-quality interaction experience. In this paper,
we offer a review of the psycho-perceptual studies conducted in the past decade, aimed at identifying
latency tolerance thresholds for synchronous real-time musical performance. We also provide an overview
of hardware/software enabling technologies for NMP, with a particular emphasis on system architecture
paradigms, networking configurations, and applications to real use cases.
INDEX TERMS Music, audio systems, audio-visual systems, networked music performance, network
latency.
I. INTRODUCTION

Networked Music Performance (NMP) represents a mediated interaction modality characterized by extremely strict
requirements on network latency. Enabling musicians to perform together from different geographic locations requires
capturing and transmitting audio streams through the Internet,
which introduces packet delays and processing delays that
can easily have an adverse impact on the synchronicity of the
performance.
Computer-aided musical collaboration has been investigated starting from the early ‘70s, when musicians and composers, inspired by the electroacoustic music tradition, began
exploiting computer technologies as enablers for innovative
manipulations of acoustic phenomena (see [1] for a historical overview of related works of sonic art). In the past
two decades the massive growth of the Internet has greatly
widened the opportunities for new forms of online musical interactions. A categorization of computer systems for
musical interactions is offered in [1], which include:
•

•

local interconnected musical networks ensuring interplay between multiple musicians who simultaneously
interact with virtual instruments [2];
musical team-composing systems allowing for
asynchronous exchange and editing of MIDI (Musical
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•

•

Instrument Digital Interface) data [3]–[5] or recreating
virtual online rooms for remote recording sessions based
on distributed systems connected through centralized
servers1 ;
shared sonic environments, which take advantage of
distributed networks by involving multiple players in
improvisation experiments, as well as audience participation events [6]–[9];
remote music performance systems supporting real-time
synchronous musical interactions among geographicallydisplaced musicians.

NMP focuses on the last of the above categories and aims
at reproducing realistic environmental conditions for a wide
range of applications from tele-auditions, remote music
teaching and rehearsals, to distributed jam sessions and concerts. However, several aspects of musical interactions must
be taken into account. Musicians practicing in the same room
rely on several modalities in addition to the sounds generated
by their instruments, including sound reverberation within the
physical environment and visual feedback from movements
and gestures of other players [10]. Though communication
technologies are still not sufficiently advanced to reliably and
1 http://soundation.com
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conveniently reproduce all the details of presence in musical
performances, some technical necessities to enable remote
interaction can be identified [11]. In particular, from the
networking point of view, very strict requirements in terms of
latency and jitter must be satisfied to keep the one-way endto-end transmission delay below a few tens of milliseconds.
According to several studies [12], [13], the delay tolerance
threshold is estimated to be 20 − 30 ms, corresponding to a
distance of 8-9 m (considering the speed of sound propagation in air), which is traditionally considered as the maximum
physical separation ensuring the maintenance of a common
tempo without a conductor. However, this threshold varies a
great deal depending on the abilities of the musician, his/her
own stylistic expressions, and the strategies he/she applies to
cope with delayed self-sound and other feedback affecting
tempo. Several studies reported in [14] and [15] show that
an asynchronism of up to 30 − 50 ms (due either to the
spatial dislocation of the performers, the delay in the auditory
feedback introduced by the instrument itself, or the reaction
delay elapsing between motor commands, the musician’s
corresponding haptic sensations, and audio feedbacks) are
largely tolerated and even consciously emphasized to achieve
specific stylistic effects. For example, organ players naturally
compensate the delay between pressing on the keyboard keys
and hearing the emitted sound, due to the great physical
displacement between keyboard and pipes. The same applies
to piano performance in which the time elapsed between the
pressing of a key and the corresponding note onset varies
between 30 and 100 ms according to the musical dynamics
(sound loudness) and articulation (e.g. legato, staccato) [16].
In addition to subjecting players to remote topologies
which violate their rhythmic comfort zones, a particularly
hard digital challenge in NMP frameworks is synchronization
of audio streams emitted by devices which do not share the
same clock. Clock drift issues arise over minutes of performance which can create under-run (i.e. the condition occurring when the application buffer at the receiver side is fed
with data at a lower bit-rate than that used by the application
to read from the buffer, which obliges the application to pause
the reading from time to time to let the buffer refill) or overrun conditions (i.e., when the buffer is fed at a higher bit-rate
than the application reading rate, which leads to losses when
incoming data find the buffer completely full). Operating
systems of general purpose computers introduce processing
delays up to a few milliseconds, which, in turn, affects the
data acquisition and timestamping procedures at both capture
and playback sides. In order to ensure an accurate stream
alignment, signal processing techniques must be adopted
to truncate or pad audio data blocks without impairing the
perceptual audio quality by introducing artifacts. The same
approaches must be adopted in case of network packet loss or
to compensate the effects of network jitter: if a packet reaches
its destination after its scheduled playback time, its audio data
is no longer valid.
Given the wide variety of approaches to networked
musical interactions which have been developed so far,
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the contribution of this survey is threefold. We first provide
an in-depth analysis of the factors influencing musicians’
latency acceptability thresholds. We then discuss the contributions to the overall delay experienced by NMP users along
the audio streaming chain and identify system parameters
affecting latency and perceived audio quality. We also provide
a comprehensive overview of existing NMP frameworks and
discuss hardware/software technologies supporting remote
musical performances.
In particular, in Section II we discuss the methodologies
for real-time audio streaming and strategies which minimize
delay introduced by audio acquisition, processing and transmission. In Section III we summarize the results of several
perceptual studies aimed at identifying the ranges of latency
tolerance in different NMP scenarios, focusing on the impact
of environmental and instrumental characteristics (e.g. acoustic reverberation and timbre), musical features (e.g. rhythmic
complexity) and interpretative choices (e.g. respective relationship of leading parts, presence of a conductor). Then,
in Section IV we discuss the instrument-to-ear delay that is
perceived by a NMP performer due to the various processing
and transmission stages required for audio streaming, and
identify the system parameters affecting such contributions.
Several state-of-the-art NMP frameworks are comparatively
reviewed in Section V, detailing their architectural, hardware
and software characteristics. A discussion on future research
directions in the field of NMP is provided in Section VI.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. APPROACHES TO NMP: STREAMING, COPING,
CONDUCTING, AND PREDICTION STRATEGIES
A. MUSICAL DATA STREAMING AND PREDICTION

Though the majority of NMP systems are designed to convert sound waves generated by a generic audio source into
transmitted digital signals (which ensure full compatibility with non-electronic instruments and voice), alternative
paradigms have also been considered to avoid transmission of
audio streams through the network, thus reducing bandwidth
requirements and improving scalability. Some frameworks
use MIDI to transport synthetic audio contents, thus being
suitable only for electronic instruments. Computer-controlled
instruments such as Yamaha Disklavier2 offer practical NMP
capabilities: these pianos are equipped with a measurement
unit storing the information derived from key shutters (usually located below the key and at the hammer shank), and
a reproduction unit controlling solenoids below the back of
each key. The gestural data measured during the pianist’s
performance can be communicated to a remote instrument via
an Internet connection using a proprietary protocol, so that
the key strokes actuated by the pianist are reproduced at the
remote side.
A gestural data codification approach (using audio signal recognition) has been implemented for percussion [17]
and is combined with a prediction mechanism based on the
2 http://usa.yamaha.com/products/musical-instruments/keyboards/
disklaviers/
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analysis of previous musical phrases. Methodologies drawn
from studies on computer accompaniment systems have been
applied to NMP by modeling each performer as a local agent
and recreating the performed audio at the remote side by
means of a combination of note onset detection and score following techniques, based on pre-recorded audio tracks [18].
Bayesian networks for the estimation and prediction of musical timings in NMP have also been investigated [19].
Motion-tracking technologies have been employed in
NMP to create graphics for remote orchestra conducting
which outperform the latencies of traditional video acquisition [20], or for prediction of percussion hits based on
a drummer’s gesture, so that the sound can be synthesized at a receiver’s location at approximately the same
moment the hit occurs at the sender’s location [21]. Frameworks for networked score communication/editing [22] and
score-following [23] in support of NMP have also been
developed.

III. UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF LATENCY

Various studies of the effects of delay on live musical interactions have appeared in the last decade. Table 1 summarizes the
characteristics of the tests reported in each of them, including
the types of instruments and the musical pieces performed,
the latency and tempo ranges tested, and the quality metrics
applied for the numerical assessments. A first group of experiments focuses on rhythmic patterns performed by handclapping by both musicians and untrained subjects, [27]–[32],
whereas other studies [25], [33], [34], [37], [39]–[41]
consider a wide range of acoustic and electronic instruments,
performing both predefined rhythmic sequences or classical/modern musical pieces. One work [35] focuses on theatrical opera pieces involving singers, a piano player and a
conductor, and investigates the effects of network latency on
both audio and video data. Combined transmission of audio
and video data is considered in [37] and [41].

B. STRATEGIES FOR DELAY COMPENSATION

In [24], according to the network latency conditions, playing
strategies between pairs of musicians are categorized as follows: The first two of these result from acoustical situations
with varying amount of delay between the players (temporal
separation) and depend on the type of music (style, tempo,
etc.). The last is a delay-compensating technique in which
the acoustical situation is manipulated electronically to add a
certain amount of self-delay to offset the perceived temporal
separation of the other musician.
1) realistic interaction: this is the conventional musical
interaction approach, enabling full, natural interplay
between the musicians and implying no awareness of
delay. Interactions of this type are the only way to
achieve truly acceptable performances by professional
players.
2) master-slave: One of a pair of players assumes a
leading role and establishes the musical timing exclusively while ignoring the audio from the other player,
who adapts to it and follows without significant
inconvenience. Network delays can be tolerated up
to a self-delay tolerance threshold (usually around
100 − 200 ms [25]).
3) delayed feedback: an alternative approach consists in
artificially adding a self-delay to the musicians’ own
audio feedback, up to an amount equal to the audio
round trip time of the full NMP circuit. At that level,
it is perceived as synchronized with audio generated
by the remote counterpart. A variant to this solution
adds a self-delay equal to the one-way network delay
and requires the usage of a metronome (or any other
cue) which must sound in perfect sync at both sides.
However, such conditions may be difficult to achieve,
due to drift issues in the synchronization of the local
clocks [26].
VOLUME 4, 2016

FIGURE 1. Typical testbed configuration for tester pairs. Latency can be
introduced either by digital delay on the central experiment computer or
by a network emulator (shown).

A. TEST SETUP AND DESCRIPTION

With the exception of [35], all the studies listed in Table 1 use
similar test setups consisting of two sound-isolated anechoic
rooms, each one hosting one musician, as depicted in Fig. 1.
The subjects hear each other by means of headphones. Visual
interactions between the musicians are prevented. Audio
signals are captured by means of microphones, and either
connected to a central experiment computer which inserts
digital delay, or are directly converted in the room, packetized
and transmitted via a wired Local Area Network (LAN) to
the counterpart. Each subject hears his/her own instrument
without additional delay, whereas the audio feedback from
the counterpart is delayed by a delay which is electronically
added by the central experiment computer or at the network
interface via dedicated network impairment software (e.g.
Netem [42]). Apart from the experiments in [39], where
the behavior of a telecommunication network in terms of
variable transmission delay and jitter is emulated by generating random packet delays according to a normal statistical
distribution, the testbeds introduce constant packet delays.
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TABLE 1. Summary of latency tolerance tests.

In [34] and [37], the addition of self-delay is introduced.
In [31] and [34], configurations with artificially added reverberation are tested. The tests in [37] and [41] assume a combined streaming of unsynchronized audio and video data, but
no specific investigation on the impact of video usage is provided. Conversely, the experiments in [35] require a testbed
with three acoustically-insulated rooms, each one equipped
with microphones/headsets, cameras and screens (see Fig. 2).
Both synchronized and unsynchronized audio/video transmissions are tested. Each session involves 2-3 singers, a
conductor and a pianist: the singers are located in two rooms
and the conductor in the third room. According to the specific
test session, the pianist performs either in the conductor’s
room or in one of the singers’ rooms.
Almost all the reviewed studies report that the rhythmic patterns/music scores were provided to the testers in
advance and that they were free to practice together in the
same room until they felt comfortable with the performance.
In [33] and [37], scenarios in which the testers could
8826

FIGURE 2. Testbed configuration for experiments in [35].

practice at each network latency level and develop strategies
to compensate the audio latency are also considered. All the
tests requiring the execution of rhythmic patterns consider the
VOLUME 4, 2016
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FIGURE 3. Rhythmic pattern considered in [27]–[32] and [34].

rhythmic structure reported in Fig. 3, whereas the repertoire
used for the tests on musical pieces is reported in Table 1.
Tests focusing on hand clapping consider a population of
subjects with and without musical education, whereas the
remaining ones assume prior musical education at amateur
or professional level.
In all the experiments, the order of the tested network
delay scenarios was randomly chosen and kept undisclosed
to the testers, in order to avoid biases or conditioning.
In [25], [27]–[32], [34], and [39], some bars of beats at
the reference tempo δ expressed in Beat Per Minute (BPM)
were provided to the players before the beginning of each
single performance, either by an instructor or by means of a
metronome. In [31]–[35], [37], and [39], once each trial was
concluded, the subjects were asked to provide a subjective
rating of the performance within a predefined scale of ranges
or to answer to a qualitative questionnaire.
B. ANALYTICAL MODELS

Some insight into the impact of delay can be gathered in
an analytical fashion by developing interaction models and
studying their behavior. Two types of approaches have been
used, one which uses signal-based, non-parametric methodologies based on measured time-series information [43]–[45]
and the other starting from parametric representations of
the nonlinear interaction between dynamical systems [32].
The latter approach derives a qualitative description of the
impact of delay from a rough analytic prediction of the tempo
evolution as a function of the network delay. Measured results
are loosely in agreement.

[32], [46], [47]. Each oscillator, however, has its own free
running frequency, which is what is attained in the absence of
input control. A closed-form analysis of the behavior of these
coupled dynamical systems in [32] reveals that the oscillation
frequency of the resulting system settles to the value
ω
=
,
(1)
1 + Kτ
where ω is the mean value between the two natural oscillation
frequencies, τ is the network delay and K is a constant that
describes the state-update equations of the oscillators [32].
Accompanying experimental results obtained by directly
measuring the steady-state tempo confirm the model’s validity, though in other, and more complex tempo evaluation
experiments [28], [39], [45], other phenomena seem to have
an influence on the evolving tempo, possibily related to the
role of the musician, the rhythmic complexity, and etc. This
is further described in Section III-D.
An alternate approach to studying the impact of delay
on the resulting tempo is described in [27]. Gurevich et al.
modeled performers as memoryless systems that have no
prior knowledge of the tempo and react instantaneously to
the last detected beat without introducing arbitrary tempo
deviations. Under such strong assumptions, the instantaneous
tempo δ of the musical performance can be computed as:
60
δ(n) =
(2)
60/δ + nτ
where 60/δ is the quarter note interval (in seconds) with
reference tempo δ (in BPM), n is the number of elapsed
quarter pulses and τ is the end-to-end delay, which is assumed
to be two-way symmetrical. If τ = 0, then δ(n) = δ, otherwise δ(n) decreases (less than linearly) with n. As performers
tend to perceive tempo over intervals that are longer than a
single beat, we expect them to largely outperform the model
described by Equation 2. As a matter of fact, as confirmed by
the numerical results shown in [27], the value of δ(n) can be
taken as a lower bound of the real performance tempo. In [45],
the model was contrasted to a coupled oscillator model which
includes anticipation. Predicted tempo values were closer (but
not the same) as measured tempi.
C. QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
METRICS AND INDICATORS

FIGURE 4. Coupled oscillators with delay τ controlled by phase
detectors (PDs) [32].

In both [32] and [45], interacting performers are modeled
by coupled oscillators as in Fig. 4. As we can see, each oscillator monitors its own pace as well as that of the other oscillator
through a delayed observation. The frequency correction
(control input) of each oscillator depends on the phase difference measured at the corresponding Phase Detector (PD)
VOLUME 4, 2016

The metrics proposed in the scientific literature to evaluate
the quality of a networked musical interaction can be organized in two macro-categories, i.e. subjective and objective
metrics. The former category includes opinion scores provided by the musicians to evaluate various aspects of their
performance e.g., their emotional connection with the remote
musician [35], the perceived delay [39] and level of asynchrony with respect to their counterpart [32], their willingness
to use an NMP system based on their personal experience
during the tests [32], or a global rating on the overall quality
of experience [31], [33]–[35], [37], [39].
The latter category comprises numerical attributes
extracted from the recorded audio tracks with the following
8827
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procedure: first, the time instants tn in which the n-th quarter
onset/hand-clap occurs are identified (either manually or
by means of a peak search algorithm). Then, Inter-Onsets
Intervals (IOIs, measured in seconds) between quarter notes
are computed as IOIn = tn+1 − tn . Finally, the conversion of
IOI to actual tempo (in BPM) is obtained as δ(n) = 60/IOIn .
Based on δ(n) and on the sequence of IOIs, the following
metrics can be computed:
• Pacing, π [33]: mean IOI computed over the whole trace
P
as π = N1 N
n=1 IOIn ;
• Regularity, ρ [33]: coefficient of variability of the
sequence of IOIs calculated as the IOI standard deviation
to mean ratio.
• Asymmetry, α [28], [31], [33]: mean time that performer P
B lags behind performer A, measured as
B
A
α = N1 N
n=1 (tn − tn )
• Imprecision, µ [31]: standard deviation of the
inter-subject
time differences, measured as µ =
q
1 PN
B
A 2
n=1 (tn − tn )
N −1
• Tempo Slope, κ [27], [29], [39]: the sequence δ(n) can
be linearly interpolated to estimate the tempo slope.
Positive slopes indicate a tendency to acceleration,
whereas negative slopes indicate a tempo decrease.
Though the definition of tempo slope may at first glance
appear contradictory w.r.t. the assumption of existence
of an asymptotic steady-state tempo postulated in [32],
it is worth noticing that in most cases the audio trace is
divided in time windows of a few seconds duration and
the trend of the actual tempo δ(m) maintained during
the m-th time window is obtained as a function of the
average IOI over the onsets occurred within the window
duration [25], [35]. It follows that the tempo slope may
exhibit fluctuations over time. In particular, indications
from experiments (e.g. the ones reported in [39]) show
that negative slopes often occur during the first few
seconds of networked musical interaction, especially
in the presence of high latency. With the passing of
time, the performance often tends to stabilize around
a lower BPM, meaning that the slope κ assumes nearto-zero values, in accordance to the trend obtainable
by means of equation (2). However, this is not always
the case: in some conditions the players are unable to
reach a stable tempo asset and the tempo trend exhibits a
monotonically decreasing trend, which eventually leads
to the interruption of the performance. Therefore, the
steady-state tempo (when achieved) can be defined as
the value of δ(m) corresponding to near-to-zero values
of the tempo slope κ.
Additional metrics (not discussed here) can also be extracted
from the time warping analysis of the tempo trend δ(n).
D. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE RESULTS

The main goal of all the experiments is the identification
of latency ranges allowing for satisfactory real-time musical
interactions and the investigation of the impact on such ranges
8828

of musical features including the rhythmic complexity of
the performed pieces, the effect of the instruments’ timbral
characterization and attack time, and the musical role of the
performed part. Other factors affecting sensitivity to delay are
the acoustical conditions (i.e. presence/absence of reverberation), the level of musical training of the performers and the
role of delay-compensating strategies. In the following, we
summarize the main outcomes of the surveyed experiments.
1) EFFECTS OF LATENCY ON THE PERFORMED TEMPO

Studies [27]–[31], [39] report the trend of the tempo slope κ
averaged over multiple trials with reference tempo δ in the
range 86 − 94 BPM [27]–[31] and 60 − 132 BPM [39].
In all the reported results, positive tempo slopes occur
for latency values below 10 − 15 ms. The authors of [28]
postulate such behavior as the consequence of an intrinsic
tendency to anticipate which has been already identified in
studies on negative mean asynchrony in metronome-based
tapping experiments (see [43] for an overview). In the range
from 10 − 15 to 20 − 25 ms, performers are generally
able to maintain a stable tempo, very close to the reference δ. Opinion ratings agree, providing positive/very positive evaluation ratings of the overall performance quality
[31], [33], [39] and latency is either not perceived at all or
is slightly noticed [39]. Delay becomes clearly perceivable
in the range between 20 − 25 and 50 − 60 ms, when the
quality of the performance starts deteriorating: the performers
exhibit a pronounced tendency to decelerate (i.e., κ assumes
negative values, whereas the pacing π increases) and their
quality ratings consistently diminish. Moreover, the values of
imprecision and asymmetry, which remained almost constant
for delays below 25 − 30 ms [28], [31], [33], [40], start
rising. With delays above 60 ms, the performance is heavily
impaired and the latency conditions are generally judged as
barely tolerable [34], [37], [39]. Timings lose regularity even
within a single part (i.e., ρ exhibit a remarkable increase
above 60 − 80 ms). Interestingly, the segmental tempo analysis conducted in [37] shows that the highest tempo variations
occur in the case of delays in the range 50 − 100 ms, whereas
delays above 100 ms exhibit lower tempo variability, though
the absolute tempo reduction is more consistent. As suggested
by the authors, a possible explanation for this phenomenon is
that such latency values are so unacceptable that the players
were performing on ‘‘auto-pilot’’, disregarding the auditory
feedback from the counterpart and only focusing on maintaining a stable tempo. This kind of behaviour emerges also from
the analysis in [40], which shows that the average onset phase
difference exhibits a peak in the range 50 − 80 ms which then
decreases again between 80 − 100 ms, whereas its standard
deviation remains almost constant in case of delays below
80 ms and rises sharply when latency exceeds 80 ms. The
authors motivate these surprising results as follows: above
80 ms the synchronism of the performance is so compromised
that phase differences between onsets start fluctuating, i.e.
they may assume either positive or negative values (meaning
that one performer may either be lagging or anticipating
VOLUME 4, 2016
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the other, without a clear trend, thus explaining the high
standard deviation), which brings the average onset phase
difference closer to 0. These results seem to indicate that in
the experiments conducted in [40] the switch to ‘‘auto-pilot’’
performing modality did not take place.
Some studies also evaluate the effect of asymmetric delays
[29], [35], concluding that the effects are dominated by the
impact of the highest network delay contribution among the
two directions (forward/backward transmission).
2) IMPACT OF INSTRUMENT TIMBRE AND ATTACK TIME

Paper [33] makes a first attempt to investigate the impact of
the instrument choice on the performance quality by comparing two executions of the same piece, performed by a
string duo and a clarinet duo, respectively: strings exhibit
higher deceleration and asynchrony compared to clarinets for
all the tested latency conditions, though the subjective rating
of the players is unexpectedly slightly higher for the strings
duo. A more thorough investigation on the dependencies
between performance quality and timbral attributes of the
played instruments is proposed in [39], where the timbre of
a set of seven instruments is characterized by means of the
first four statistical moments of their spectrum magnitude.
The study shows that instruments with high spectrum entropy
and flatness (which are widely used as indicators of sound
noisiness) are more prone to tempo deceleration for latencies
above 35 ms. The corresponding quality ratings provided
by the performers also exhibit a decrease when spectrum
entropy and flatness increase. The same considerations hold
for instruments with high values of the spectral centroid,
which is related to the sound brightness.
Paper [25] specifically investigates the correlation between
instruments’ perceptual attack times and sensitivity to network delay: experiments are conducted by asking two players
to modulate the attack strokes of a violin and a cello when
performing with a bow. Results show that, for a given latency
value, slow attack times lead to a more pronounced deceleration w.r.t. sharp attack times. However, a better synchrony
is achieved in case of slow attack times. Though the above
mentioned experiments have highlighted that attack times
have an impact on the performance quality, a more in-depth
analysis is required to verify the applicability of the results to
a wider range of musical instruments. For example, the usage
of electronic instruments with settable/tunable attack times
would make them independent of the execution style of the
single performers, thus enabling a more objective evaluation
of the effects of the attack time variation.
3) IMPACT OF REVERBERATION EFFECTS

Though all the tests described take place in semi-anechoic or
anechoic rooms, two studies compare the results with those
obtained by adding artificial reverberation: paper [34] reports
that no noticeable improvements were observed by the players when performing with reverb, [31] finds an increase in
asymmetry and a decrease in the regularity within the single
parts in anechoic conditions, whereas artificial reverberations
VOLUME 4, 2016

caused a slight decrease in the initial tempo (evaluated over
the first 5 onsets of each performance).
4) IMPACT OF RHYTHMIC COMPLEXITY

In [29], [31], [34], and [39], experiments are conducted
where, for each latency value, multiple executions of the
same rhythmic structure or musical piece with different reference tempi are performed. Paper [29] shows that, when
performing a fixed rhythmic pattern, increasing the reference
tempo while maintaining a constant network latency leads
to a decrease of the slope κ. Similar results are provided
in [39], where the performed musical pieces are rhythmically
characterized by means of the mean event density (i.e., the
number of distinct onsets per second) and rhythmic complexity (which is a function of the reference BPM δ and
of the rhythmic figures appearing in the score). Therefore,
the latency tolerance thresholds decrease when the reference
BPM increases, as shown by the performance quality ratings
provided by the musicians in [34] and [39]: as an example,
drummers/bassists performing a succession of quarter notes
at δ = 60 BPM could on average tolerate latencies up to
40 ms, which reduced to only 15 ms (on average) when the
reference tempo was doubled to δ = 120 BPM.
Moreover, as reported in [31] and [39], in the presence
of network delay the higher is the reference BPM value, the
lower is the initial tempo at which the musicians performed
the first few measures (typically corresponding to the first
5 − 10 s of musical interaction). These results indicate that
the influence of latency is immediately perceived by the
performers, who start adjusting their tempo from the very
first measure. Close examination of the first cycle of beats
in [45] reveals a switch in phase adaptation (anticipation) with
different delay conditions that is almost instantaneous.
5) IMPACT OF MUSICAL TRAINING, PRIOR PRACTICE,
AND LATENCY COMPENSATION STRATEGIES

The hand-clapping experiments discussed in [31] included
two sets of subjects, grouped based on their musical education level. Results show that musicians are more sensitive
to latency, since on average their performance exhibits a
more pronounced deceleration with respect to non-musicians
for a given delay value, and for non-musicians the average
asynchrony is higher.
The effect of prior training with various network delay
configurations is investigated in [33] and [37]: the first study
shows that allowing the players to practice at each latency
level, possibly developing common strategies to cope with
the delay, did not lead to noticeable difference in the delay
tolerance thresholds, whereas the second reports that prior
practice reduces the tempo deceleration, improves the synchrony among the two players and the regularity within a
single part (with more pronounced improvements for strings
as opposed to clarinets), whereas no significant variation of
the quality rating is registered. It is worth noting that all
the considered works address the three delay compensation
strategies enumerated in Section I, whereas [34] and [37]
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consider the introduction of an additive self-delay at one of
the two sides. Such strategy leads to a considerable increase
of the latency acceptance thresholds and quality rating (up to
65 ms in [37], where the players claim that the performance
could have become ‘‘perfect’’ with further practice, and up to
190 ms in [34], though the testers defined the scenarios where
self-delays exceeded 30 ms as ‘‘unnatural’’). Conversely, the
adoption of self-delay at both sides led to much lower latency
tolerance levels, (at most 80 ms, as reported in [34]) and
such configuration was considered unacceptable by a remarkable portion of the tested subjects. Such results confirm the
ones obtained in [25] by imposing a delayed auditory selffeedback during solo performances (i.e., the sound produced
by the performer’s own instrument is delayed by a fixed time
lag): the tolerance ranges vary from 60 to 200 ms, depending
on the reference tempo and type of instrument.
Though some experiments dedicated to the evaluation of
the dependency of steady-state tempo and self-delay in a
solo performance have appeared in [25], none of the above
mentioned studies attempted to identify a correlation between
the maximum individual latency tolerance applied to the
auditory feedback from the musicians’ own instrument and
the quality of their performance when interacting with a
counterpart in the presence of latency. Since the self-delay
tolerance is highly subjective and depends on a variety of
factors including the instrument type and the proficiency of
the musician, it could indeed serve as benchmark to remove
the biases introduced by such factors during a networked
musical interaction.
Finally, the presence of a conductor avoids the recursive drag on tempo by providing a common cue to the
performers: results reported in [35] counterintuitively show
a tempo increase for high network delays compared to a
benchmark condition in which no network delay is imposed.
This scenario leads to a variation of the master-slave strategy
where the master role is taken by the conductor him/herself.
However, in order to maintain a stable tempo, the conductor
typically ignores the audio feedback from the performers,
therefore she/he cannot adopt any correction strategy as a
reaction to the performers’ execution but relies exclusively
on his/her inner feel.
6) IMPACT OF COMBINING AUDIO-VIDEO DATA

The only investigation found to date regarding the impact
of the de-synchronization of audio and video data is [35],
which focuses on opera performances. The singers, conductor
and pianist receive both audio and video feedback from two
remote locations: audio and video can be either synchronized
or manipulated for different latency values (within ranges
of 15 − 135 ms for audio and of 60 − 180 ms for video).
Though the performers claimed that they attributed more
importance to visual contact than to the audio feedback and
that they generally referred to one single cue source (chosen
among the conductor’s gesture, the piano accompaniment or
the audio/gesture of the singing partner) while ignoring the
others, the results of the set of experiments did not lead to
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a clear identification of a preferred combination of modality types and manipulated delays e.g., syncronized audio
but delayed video, syncronized audio-video but with higher
delay, etc. Measurements of the electrodermal activity (i.e.
the continuous variations in the electrical characteristics of
the skin) of the performers through galvanic and conductance
skin responses, which provide an indication of the degree
of excitation of a subject, reported a higher level of stress
when the pianist was not located in the same room of the
conductor, possibly leading to unsyncrhonization between
the musical accompaniment and conductor’s cueing gestures.
A comprehensive assessment of the importance of video
signals and the effects of audio-video misalignment remains
to be investigated. It is still unclear under what conditions
combining audio and video data will improve or negatively
affect networked music interactions.
IV. CONTRIBUTIONS TO END-TO-END DELAY

In NMP, the overall delay experienced by the players includes
multiple contributes due to the different stages of the audio
signal transmission: the first is the delay introduced by
the audio acquisition/playout, processing, and packetization/depacketization at sender/receiver sides; the second is
the pure propagation delay over the physical transmission
medium; the third is the data processing delay introduced
by the intermediate network nodes traversed by the audio
data packets along their path from source to destination, the
fourth is the playout buffering which might be required to
compensate the effects of jitter in order to provide sufficiently low packet losses to ensure a target audio quality
level.
More specifically, as depicted in Figure 5 the
Over-all One-way Source-to-Ear (OOSE) delay perceived by
the users of an NMP framework includes:
1) in-air sound propagation from source to microphone;
2) transduction from the acoustic wave to electric signal
in the microphone (negligible);
3) signal transmission through the microphone’s connector (negligible);
4) analog to digital conversion (possibly with encoding)
and internal data buffering of the sender’s sound card
driver;
5) processing time of the sender’s machine to packetize
the audio data prior to transmission;
6) network propagation, transmission and routing delay;
7) processing time of the receiver’s PC to depacketize (and
possibly decode) the received audio data;
8) application buffering delay;
9) driver buffering of the receiver’s sound card and digital
to analog conversion;
10) transmission of the signal through the headphone or
audio monitor (loudspeaker) connector (negligible);
11) transduction from electric signal to acoustic wave in the
headphones or loudspeaker (negligible);
12) for loudspeakers, in-air sound propagation from
loudspeaker to ear.
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be achieved only at the expense of the audio quality level.
Therefore, a trade-off emerges between system latency, bandwidth requirements and audio quality. In the following, we
discuss in detail the contributions of each stage to the total
delay budget and their dependencies on the NMP system
parameters.
A. AUDIO ACQUISITION AND DIGITIZATION

FIGURE 5. Contributions to OOSE delay [12]. Darker background colors
indicate higher delay contributions.

TABLE 2. List of symbols.

Most of the above listed contributions depend on system parameters such as the audio card sampling rate and
resolution, the audio block and buffer sizes (see Table 2),
whereas others (e.g. the network routing delay) are independent of the system design and cannot be directly controlled.
By tuning such parameters, the experienced end-to-end delay
may vary significantly. However, latency savings can usually
VOLUME 4, 2016

By varying the distance between the audio source and the
microphone, and the loudspeaker and the user’s ears on the
receiving side, the in-air sound propagation delay can be
made arbitrarily low with an intelligent placement of the
transducers. Therefore, in the following we will assume that
the in-air propagation delay prior to the audio signal acquisition is negligible.
Typically, the soundcard first applies an analog antialiasing low pass filter [48], then samples the signal at rate R,
and quantizes each sample using a given number of bits, L
(i.e., using 2L quantization levels). The delay Da introduced
by these stages is given by the sampling time 1/R (e.g.,
20.83 µs for R = 48 kHz). An optional coding stage can
be introduced here: audio codecs implement algorithms to
(de)compress audio data according to a given coding format
with the objective of representing the signal with the minimum number of bits while preserving high-fidelity quality,
in order to reduce the bandwidth required for transmission.
Audio codecs usually rely on sub-band coding, which enables
for inclusion of pyscho-perceptual models. The more the subbands, the higher is the achievable compression ratio, η.3
However, increasing the number of sub-bands also leads to
higher encoding/decoding algorithmic delays, Dc : a comparison of the performance of the most widely used high-fidelity
formats (e.g. MPEG/MP3 [49]) reported in [50] shows intrinsic latencies of at least 20 ms, which is hardly acceptable
for the OOSE delay budget. Therefore, low-delay codecs
specifically addressing latency intolerant applications have
recently been developed: the OPUS [51], [52] (evolved from
the prior CELT [53]), ULD [54] and Wavpack [55] codecs
achieve algorithmic delays as low as 4 − 8 ms. A thorough
performance assessment of the packet loss concealment techniques implemented in the OPUS codec is reported in [56].
Modifications of the ULD codec specifically tailored for
NMP have been proposed [57] with the aim of increasing
resiliency to lost and late data packets. Despite these efforts,
several of the currently available NMP frameworks opt for the
streaming of uncoded audio data (i.e., η = 1, Dc = 0), thus
sacrificing the codec bandwidth savings to avoid additional
contributions to the delay budget (e.g. [58]–[60]).
Soundcards often include some form of digital filtering
(graphic equalizer, reverberation, etc.). Depending on the
implementation, this filtering sometimes introduces additional delay, particularly when implemented in the frequency
3 Note that η could be either constant or vary according to the specific
audio content and codec implementation. For the sake of simplification, in
the following we will assume constant compression ratios.
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domain through Overlap-and-Add processing (Short-Time
Fourier Transform). This, of course, needs to be factored in.
B. SOUNDCARD BLOCKING DELAY AND
APPLICATION BUFFERING

General purpose computer architectures do not access the
soundcard output on sample-by-sample basis but handle
audio data in batches of a given number of samples P (the
so called block size), which is typically a multiple of 64.
Therefore, before retrieving an audio block, computer processors wait for the generation of P samples. In the meanwhile,
the available samples are stored in a physical input buffer, as
depicted in Figure 6. One block corresponds to a data volume
of PL bits and introduces a blocking delay Ds = P/R s.
When the processor accesses the physical buffer by means of
a callback function, it copies the P block samples in a second
buffer (namely the application buffer) where they will wait
to be processed. The choice of P implies a trade-off between
system stability and latency: handling larger blocks leads to
a more stable behavior w.r.t. small blocks (which impose
higher interrupt frequencies and operating system overhead),
but more time has to elapse for the generation of the whole
batch of samples, which increases the end-to-end latency.
In addition, in general purpose operating system there may
be multiple processes competing for CPU resources, which
could introduce delays in the interrupt triggering process.
To overcome this issue, [58] and [61] propose dedicated
kernel and network driver solutions. Note that, since the
above described functional mechanism holds for both the
input and output soundcards, the soundcard blocking delay
appears twice in the computation of the OOSE delay.

FIGURE 7. Example of packet dropout due to application buffer
under-run.

creating enough elasticity so that slight variations of the
packet arrival rate are more unlikely to cause buffer underrun conditions (i.e. the application buffer is found empty
when the callback function accesses it to copy one block into
the soundcard physical output buffer). However, the reverse
problem may also occur in case of bursts of packet arrivals
or if the clock of the remote side runs faster than the local
clock: the receiver buffer may not be able to accommodate
all the incoming audio data and some of them have to be
discarded (buffer over-run). In turn, buffer under/over-runs
lead to artifacts and glitches in the reconstructed audio signal
(i.e. micro-silences or significant amplitude discontinuities
within very short time intervals due to missing audio samples), as exemplified in Figure 7. A more in-depth discussion
on the management of buffer over/under-runs can be found
in [62]. Therefore, the application buffer size B needs to be
properly sized according to the delay tolerances, possibly
with automatic dynamic adjustments to adapt to the varying
network conditions (implemented e.g. in [63]). For a comparative evaluation on the latency-audio quality trade-off in
different audio streaming engines and NMP frameworks, the
reader is referred to [62]. As a rule of thumb, assuming that
the application at the receiver side waits until a half of the
buffer size is filled with data before starting the playout, the
application buffer delay can be estimated as Db = BP
2R .
C. PACKETIZATION DELAY

FIGURE 6. Soundcard input/output buffer, assuming that the block size is
P = 8 samples and that the application buffer introduces no additional
queuing time.

Moreover, the application buffer may introduce an additional delay if the application imposes a threshold on the
minimum number of queuing blocks before starting the playout. This lag is usually introduced at the receiver side to
compensate for the effects of network jitter and clock drift,
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Once the media content is avaliable at application level at
the client side, it can be packetized and transmitted over
the telecommunication network. The processing delay taken
by the layers of the ISO/OSI stack [64] mainly depends on
the machine hardware and is in the order of hundreds of
microseconds, thus introducing negligible contributions to
the delay budget. During this process, packet headers are
added at each layer (from application to physical layer),
whose size depends on the specific protocol choices and
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implementations and results in an overall overhead of H bits
for each audio block.4 Since H is a constant term and does
not depend on the packet size, the smaller the soundcard block
size P, the higher will be the number of packets generated in a
given time interval and consequently the higher the overhead
due to packet header addition (see [65] and [66] for the
detailed computations of overhead and overall data rates of
ULD-encoded audio data assuming ADSL network access
technology). Analogous considerations hold for the reverse
de-packetization process at the receiver side, which removes
the packet headers layer by layer from the physical to the
application level.
D. NETWORK DELAY

The network delay includes three contributions: the transmission delay imposed by the bandwidth C of the network
interface card, the propagation time required by the signal to
propagate over the physical medium from source to destination, and the processing delay introduced by the network nodes (i.e. switches and routers). The transmission
delay depends on the volume of the data stream and can be
.
computed as Dt = RηChL+dRηChL/PeH
C
Conversely, the propagation delay depends exclusively on
the choice of the transmission medium: being c the speed of
light, the propagation speed cm is roughly 0.8c for copper
cables and 0.7c for optical fibers (which are the typical
medium used in long-haul backbone networks). Therefore,
the propagation delay results to be in the order of 5 µs/km
and can be calculated as Dp = L/cm , where L is the physical
distance between source and destination.
Finally, the processing delay Dq introduced by each intermediate network node is a function of multiple factors including the network topology and traffic congestion conditions,
the implemented routing algorithms, the policies applied by
network operators to ensure quality of service guarantees, the
queuing mechanisms adopted by routers and switches [67].
Analytic models taking into account all the above listed
features cannot be obtained except for extremely simple network configurations. Therefore, the approach adopted by a
substantial body of literature is to model the overall network delay (thus including propagation, transmission and
processing delays), as a random variable with a given statistic distribution, whose parameters are adjusted according to
the network characteristics (among the numerous studies,
see e.g. [68], [69]).
E. ESTIMATION OF OOSE DELAY

Summing all the above discussed contributions, the OOSE
delay experienced by the user of a NMP system can be
estimated as:
Dtot = 2(Da + Dc + Ds ) + Db + Dp + Dt + Dq

(3)

4 Note that a single block may be split over multiple packets at lower
layers due to the restrictions imposed on the maximum packet size. When
computing H , block splitting must therefore be taken into account.
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where the term Da + Dc + Ds is considered twice to account
for the soundcard delay contributions at both transmitter and
receiver side. Assuming that no information about Dq is
available and that the bandwidth B is sufficiently high to make
the impact of the transmission delay negligible, Dtot can be
lower-bounded by the amount:
1+F +P
BP
+ Dc ) +
+ L/cm
(4)
R
2R
Apart from the propagation delay L/cm , which can be estimated with a rough computation of the geographical distance
between the NMP players, and from the coding delay Dc ,
which can be varied or even eliminated depending on the
choices about the audio codec usage, the remaining contributions exhibit an inverse dependency on the audio card
sampling rate R and are directly proportional to the audio
block size P, as depicted in Figure 8.
Dtot ≥ 2(

FIGURE 8. Dependency of the delay lower bound on the audio block size
and soundcard sampling rate, assuming a soundcard filter length of
F = 100 samples, an application buffer size of B = 8 blocks and a
geographical distance of L = 1000 km.

F. PACKET LOSS CONCEALMENT TECHNIQUES

When a packet arrives corrupted at the receiver, or arrives too
late to be able to contribute to the audio stream, or simply does
not arrive at all, actions must be taken in order to minimize the
impact of the missing information. The literature is rich with
techniques for containing the damage, involving the receiving
end as well as the sender, which in some cases are specifically
designed around the coding format [70], and in other cases
focus on signal reconstruction. In this Section we offer a very
brief summary of such solutions [71]–[73].
The need of successfully repairing packet losses tends to
be in contrast with the requirements of real-time low-latency
operation, which are typical of NMPs, so in some cases [58]
the approach consists in not doing any correction, assuming
the network service is so reliable that packet losses occur with
negligible probability (e.g. in the order of 10−6 − 10−8 with
network jitter below 1 ms, as in academic networks).5
Alternatively, the simplest solution on the sender side
consists of transmitting duplicate packets in order to reduce
5 http://www.garr.it/eng
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the probability of losing them, but this tends to increase
the data rate in the stream and, consequently, worsen the
delay. Another sender-based countermeasure against packet
loss implies packet interleaving [74], which is done with the
purpose of dispersing data vacancies, thus limiting their size
to one or two packets at a time. This is an operation that
most audio compression schemes can do without additional
complexity, but the price to pay is an added delay that depends
on the interleaving factor in packets, which is there even if
no repair is needed. Again, on the sender side, it is possible
to add redundancy data to the stream, which can be used on
the receiver side to repair data losses and recover lost packets.
Such solutions, are known as Forward Error Correction (FEC)
methods [71], can be classified into media-independent or
media-dependent. The former do not consider what information is being sent in the packets, while the latter take into
account whether it is an audio signal or a video signal. Media
independent techniques are suitable for both audio and media
content and do not depend on which compression scheme
is being considered. Furthermore, their computational cost
is limited and are easy to implement. On the other hand,
they tend to worsen the delay (repair cannot begin until a
sufficient number of packets is collected). Furthermore, they
tend to increase the bandwidth requirements at the risk of
causing additional packet loss. Media-specific FEC methods,
on the other hand, are characterized by low added latency,
as they usually only need to wait for a single packet to
repair (if dealing with burst-like losses, the latency tends
to worsen). Furthermore, they do not significantly increase
the transmission rate, in comparison with media-independent
FEC solutions. However, computational cost is a factor as
well as implementation complexity, which may impact on the
final quality.
If we focus on the receiver side, we talk about Packet
Loss Concealment (PLC) strategies. In PLC the receiver
does the best it can to recover data losses, and it works
best for limited packet loss rate (< 15%) and for small
packets (4-40 ms). Such solutions generally perform less
well than sender-based methods and therefore they are not
usually employed. Because of their limited effectiveness, it
is advisable to use them in conjunction with sender-based
methods.
We can identify three wide categories of PLC: those based
on data insertion, those that perform data interpolation, and
those that rely on data regeneration [71].
Data insertion simply consists of replacing a lost packet
with data filler. The simplest solution of the sort is known
as zero insertion (or silence substitution) with obvious interpretation of its meaning. This solution has the advantages of
preserving the timing of the audio stream and of being of
immediate implementation. Notice that a silence of a few ms
will be perceived more of as a ‘‘click’’ than as a silence in
the usual sense, therefore this method will work acceptably
well only for very short packets (typically 4-16 ms), while
for packets of more standard size (40ms) it will be ineffective. Furthermore, the quality of PLC will start dropping
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significantly for packet loss rates that are higher than 2%.
An alternate solution to zero insertion is noise substitution,
which relies on the fact that a certain amount of repair work
can be performed by the listener’s brain (phonemic restoration) if the data loss is replaced by something other than
silence. Typical choices for data fill-ins are white noise or
‘‘comfort noise’’. This solution shares similar advantages to
zero replacement (preservation of timing, low complexity),
but it requires a careful noise magnitude adjustment. Instead
of filling the gap with a random signal, we could opt for
patching it with a signal excerpt picked from some other
location in the audio stream. One straightforward way to do so
consists of repeating the previous frame (a.k.a. ‘‘wavetable’’
mode, since a continuously repeated packet will create a tone
with a fundamental period equal to the buffer size). Better
solutions minimize overlapping artifacts through some form
of dynamic realignment based on synchronous OverLap and
Add (OLA) or Pitch-Synchronous OLA [75]. Such methods
rely on a quasi-periodic behavior of the audio stream or some
pitch-related peculiarities of the waveshape. Whatever the
choice, this splicing operation needs to be done in such a way
to seamlessly blend the patch on either side through either
direct or synchronized cross-fading. This class of solutions
are quite effective as long as the gaps are quite narrow, and
the quality significantly drops when the length of the lost
packets extends beyond 20ms and/or the packet loss rate
grows above 3%. Other limitations of OLA/PSOLA methods
are in that they tend to interfere with delay buffering and do
not preserve timing.
Data interpolation methods operate by bridging the gap
based on the content on either side of it. The simplest method
of the sort is waveform substitution, which consists of waveform repetition or mirroring [76] from both sides of gap. This
represents an improvement over simple repetition, which uses
information from just one side of the gap. PLC methods based
on waveform substitution are particularly popular thanks to
their implementational simplicity. One such method is also
proposed in ITU recommendation G.711 Appendix I [77].
There are also hybrid solutions based on pitch waveform
replication, which rely on repetition during the unvoiced portion of the signal (typically speech) and extend the duration
of the voiced portion of the signal in a model-based fashion.
Such solutions tend to perform slightly better than simple
waveform substitution. Model-based PLC methods rely on
a specific model for patching signal gaps. A very popular
choice is the Auto-Regressive model combined with Least
Squares minimization (LSAR) [78]. Such methods, however,
are only effective for filling the gap left by very short individual packets. An alternative solution consists of relying on time
scale modification, which stretches the audio signal across the
gap. This approach generates a new plausible waveform that
smoothly blends across the gap. It is computationally heavier,
but tends to perform better than other solutions.
Data Regeneration methods use the knowledge of the
adopted audio compression technique to derive codec parameters for repair. There are quite a few solutions of the
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TABLE 3. Summary of NMP frameworks.

sort [71], which rely on the interpolation of transmitted state,
and interpret what state the codec is in. Such solutions are
quite effective and tend to reduce boundary effects. On the
other hand they are quite expensive from the computational
standpoint, and the improvement tends to flatten beyond a
certain level of complexity.
V. STATE-OF-THE-ART NMP FRAMEWORKS

Several software and hardware solutions have been developed
to support NMP in the last two decades. In this Section we
provide an overview of the state-of-the-art software frameworks listed in Table 3, comparing technological characteristics as well as the specific framework purpose (e.g. e-learning,
etc.). For a thorough historical perspective on the milestones
achieved in the field of NMP from 1965 on, the reader is
referred to [79].
VOLUME 4, 2016

A. FRAMEWORK PURPOSE

Though all the reviewed frameworks are aimed at supporting
real-time musical interactions with at least audio transport,
their implementations vary according to the designers’ artistic
concept or to cope with technology-dependent issues.
Combined audio and video frameworks [41], [58],
[80]–[82] aim at providing an NMP environment supporting
e-learning (in which the visual component plays a fundamental role for an effective acquisition of technical and expressive
skills) and content delivery to a passive audience (e.g. realtime concert streaming with immersive sound systems with
multiple audio channels, advanced spatial audio rendering
techniques and high definition video). High-quality video
transmission software solutions developed for telemedicine
and cinematography (e.g. [83]) have also been employed for
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NMP applications, but their typical latencies (above 60 ms)
usually exceeds the tolerance thresholds for real-time synchronous musical performances. Motion capture techniques
have also been integrated to improve the performers’ control over the audio mix of instrument sources, e.g. by automatically adjusting stereo panning and volume of remote
audio sources perceived by each player according to his/her
orientation and spatial coordinates with respect to the virtual locations of the other performers [84]. Video data can
also be integrated in NMP frameworks to provide alternative
forms of feedback e.g., visuals and text elements which are
dynamically-generated according to the received audio content [85].
In [86], in addition to real-time NMP, on-demand
rehearsals are also supported: in this scenario, audio data
is recorded in advance, stored in a dedicated repository and
delivered upon request. Also [58] provides support for realtime rehearsals in which the whole activity is completely
performed live.
Some other frameworks do not include video data [59],
[63], [87]–[90] or support only the transmission of MIDI data,
thus restricting the choice of the instruments to electronic
ones and excluding voice [85], [91]–[93]. Quite often, an
independent video channel is used to accompany the lowlatency audio framework, for example, using commodity
video-conference technologies with the audio turned off [94]
or software video-only transport [95]. A 2004 example of
the former, [96] combined Tandberg 6000 video codecs
with jacktrip for several channels of real-time performerperformer and audience-audience interaction.
A framework for large-scale collaborative audio environments is described by [97] in which mobile users share
virtual audio-scenes and interact with each other or with
locative audio interfaces/installations and overlaid virtual
elements. This is done by combining mobile technologies
for wireless audio streaming with sensor-based motion and
location-tracking techniques.
B. ARCHITECTURE

Both decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) and client-server have
been used as architectures for NMP systems. As depicted
in Figure 9(a), P2P solutions (implemented in [58], [59],
[81], [82], [84], [85], [87], [89], [90], and [98]) require each
participant in the networked performance to send audio/video
data to each of the other players. Therefore, in case of N
participants, every user sends/receives N − 1 streams, which
could heavily hinder scalability: since typical audio rates
are in the order of magnitude of hundreds of kilobits per
second and uplink link capacities for retail users subscriptions reach at most a few Mb/s, a trade-off emerges between
number of participants in the NMP session and audio quality,
which degrades when lowering the soundcard audio resolution and/or increasing the codec compression rate.
Conversely, in client-server architectures as the ones proposed in [41], [80], [82], [86], [88], [91]–[93], [97], and
[98] each player transmits his/her data streams to a cen8836

FIGURE 9. Architectures for NMP systems.

tral server, which is in charge of mixing the contributions
from the N sources in a single stream and to send it back
to each participant, as depicted in Fig. 9(b). This way, the
bandwidth request of a client is limited to one single stream
in both uplink and downlink directions, whereas the server
receives/transmits N data streams. This solution removes
scalability issues at the client side, but may require significant bandwidth availability and computational resources at
the server side, which often requires also specific hardware
configurations to avoid the introduction of additional delay
contributions. The added path to the server results in added
delay between clients when compared to P2P. Looking in
more detail, the packets of each media stream received by
the network interface cards of the server are passed from
the kernel to the application layer, which replicates them
according to the user’s requests (communicated via a separated control data stream) and passes them back to the
kernel for transmission (see Fig. 10(a)). This involves context
switching between the kernel and the application, as well
as data replication which grows with the number of participants. Both data copying and context switching between
kernel and application are well-known sources of delay. To
reduce server latency, different architectural options are available: the authors of [61] and [99] compare three alternative
approaches. The first one, depicted in Fig. 10(b), is an FPGAbased solution [100] in which the application layer processes
only control data (which are not time-critical) whereas the
routing procedure of media packets (i.e. reception, copy and
transmission) is entirely hardware-handled without kernel
intervention. To do so, a table indicating how to treat each
packet is maintained in the NetFPGA memory and modified based on the signaling packets received by the application. Moreover, the NetFPGA can rewrite packet headers
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propagation delays over the physical mediums. As discussed
in Section IV, no more than a few thousands of km can
be covered to maintain the end-to-end delay experienced by
the players below the acceptability thresholds reported in
Section III. Most of the frameworks listed in Table 3 are
designed to support communications on both Local and Wide
Area Networks (WANs). However, the authors of [84], [86],
[91], and [92] test their proposed frameworks only on LANs.
In other cases (e.g. [58]), the WAN is considered as part of
the NMP scenario and a fundamental component; as such,
it is supposed to be adequate in terms of bandwidth, latency
and error rate to guarantee a sufficient quality of experience.
Transmission over Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)
is supported by [89], [91], and [97], but the latency introduced
by wireless communications is typically more pronounced,
less controllable and more prone to fluctuations compared to
wired mediums. Therefore, in both frameworks the network
span is limited to hundreds of meters/few kilometers using
Wi-Fi or Bluetooth technologies.
FIGURE 10. NMP server architectural models.

and transmit replicated packets multiple times, thus reducing
memory bandwidth requirements. The second solution (see
Fig. 10(c)) is a Click [101] modular router which allows for
in-kernel execution, thus avoiding most packet copying and
context switching. The router can be split in two parts: a
control part residing at the application level and a routing part
residing at the kernel level. However, the Click router still
consumes processor time and cannot perform packet replication without copying. The third solution (see Fig. 10(d))
is a Netmap server framework [102], which enables the
application layer to handle the packets directly in the kernel
memory without need to copy them in the upper layer, thus
avoiding context switching. In this unicast paradigm, each
user selectively receives a subset of data streams and can
adjust the settings of each of them individually (e.g. volume
level, audio/video codec).
Bandwidth consumption issues can be mitigated in case the
network natively supports multicast, as in the case of Information Centric Networks [98]: when multicast is enabled, the
sender transmits a single copy of the content to be communicated to a pool of receivers, and the network routers duplicate
the data when it is needed, according to the network topology and to the addressees’ location. Therefore, as depicted
in Fig. 9(c, d), in both P2P and client-server infrastructures
the uplink bandwidth request in case of multicast is limited
to a single data stream (also for the server node [86]). The
drawback of the introduction of multicast is that it does not
allow for stream customization, since all the players receive
the same content.

D. NETWORK PROTOCOL STACK

Regarding the protocol stack, all the frameworks listed in
Table 3 prefer the usage of UDP [113] as transport layer
protocol for audio/video media streaming. UDP introduces
less transmission overhead due to the smaller packet-header
size compared to TCP and is inherently more suitable for
real-time applications due to its lightweight nature, since it
does not support any mechanism for packet retransmission,
in-order delivery or congestion control. Therefore, packet
loss recovery algorithms must be implemented at application level to cope with audio artifacts introduced by missing
packets during the media playout. Such algorithms usually combine forward error correction (i.e. the transmission of redundant data in each packet, as in [59]) and
error concealment techniques based on data interpolation/
substitution [114]. Analogous techniques are applied also to
MIDI signals [93]. In one case [58] packet loss recovery
techniques are explicitly avoided, to further decrease network
latency; in such a case, the network is supposed to be ‘‘error
free’’. Some frameworks [82], [86], [93], [104], [108] build
data loss management on top of the RTP/RTCP transport protocol [115], taking advantage of the timestamps and sequence
numbers included in each RTP packet header. Note that RTP
also defines a specific payload format dedicated to MIDI
data [116]. UDP with custom sequence numbering schemes
have also been used [59]. Frameworks requiring presence
discovery of participants, session initialization and the management of textual data or any other type of content in support
of the pure media streams rely on SIP and HTTP over TCP,
respectively.
E. SUPPORTED DATA TYPES

C. NETWORK SPAN

In principle, a NMP environment should not introduce additional spatial limitations to the geographical displacement
of the musicians other than the ones imposed by the signal
VOLUME 4, 2016

In NMP, ensuring high audio quality is of great importance in creating acoustical environments providing conditions as close as possible to those of in-presence interactions.
Therefore, several frameworks [58], [81], [85], [89], [93],
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[97], [98], [108] support the transmission of uncompressed
audio data. The authors of [86] opt for the usage of the
FLAC lossless codec for real-time performances and of
MP3/MPEG4 for on-demand rehearsing: the two latter codifications introduce a startup compression delays of 20 ms or
more and are thus considered unsuitable for real-time interactions. Nevertheless, MPEG formats have been used in the
framework proposed in [41] and [80]. Alternative solutions
rely on low-latency codecs such as the proprietary Fraunhofer
ULD [81], CELT [81], [82], [89] and OPUS [81], [90]. The
number of supported audio channels varies considerably:
most of the frameworks work with mono/stereo configurations, but some of them support channel counts from several
to dozens per source [41], [58], [80]–[82], [88], [89], [93].
Conversely, the quality of the video data is less critical
for a successful musical interaction and becomes relevant
only in case the presence of a passive audience is assumed.
In the former case, video codecs such as MJPEG [108],
MPEG [41], [80], SVC and H.264 [82] are used, whereas in
the latter uncompressed video streaming is supported [58].

all the clients, in a master-slave fashion. Clock events are sent
at a rate of 24 pulses per quarter note.
All the above mentioned synchronization mechanisms
assume that the slave nodes adjust their hardware clock
pace according to the clock frequency of the master node.
However, software-based solutions relying exclusively on
audio resampling have also been investigated: in [112],
a digital Infinte Impulse Response (IIR) filter is proposed to
estimate the master clock frequency RˆM . Based on such estimation and on the estimated slave local clock frequency RˆS ,
audio data are resampled at rate Rr defined as:
Rr =

RˆM PS
RˆS PM

where PM (respectively PS ) is the block size at the master
(resp. slave) side.
An alternative approach is the propagation of a metronome
signal via a dedicated data stream [108]. The signal is generated by the central server (in case of client-server architecture) or by one of the peers (in case of P2P communications).

F. DATA STREAM SYNCHRONIZATION

VI. DISCUSSION

When multiple remote locations are involved in a NMP session, the problem of synchronizing audio/video data streams
generated by different sources arises, also due to the difference between the nominal and actual value of the audio
card hardware clock frequency, which may cause drifts. To
this aim, timestamps have to be associated to audio packets
and local clocks need a tight synchronization to a common
reference to maintain precise timings. The master clock can
be transmitted over a side channel or incorporated in the
audio streaming data and is reconstructed at the receiver
side by means of a Phase-Lock loop. This is accomplished
by the RTP/RTCP protocol in [93] or by the Network Time
Protocol (NTP) in [86] and [99], with initial synchronization
during the NMP session setup phase and periodical refreshments during the session. However, though the accuracy
of NTP-based synchronization is about 0.2 ms in LANs,
more consistent skews (up to a few ms) may occur in longdistance communications over WANs. Therefore, alternative
solutions based on the Global Positioning Satellite (GPS)
system and on the time signals broadcasted by the Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) cell phone transmitters
have been investigated in [41], which ensure an accuracy in
the order of tens of microseconds. Global time syncronization
using affordable, dedicated GPS timeservers [117] have also
been considered. A dedicated solution based on the dynamic
adjustment of the world reference clock frequency by means
of a measurement of the offset between the triggering instants
of the remote and the local audio callback functions is
discussed in [118] and used in [81] and [90]. The proposed
method also implements a jitter compensation mechanism for
communications over WANs.
In case of client-server architectures supporting
MIDI data [92], synchronization is achieved by means of a
MIDI-Clock generated by the server node and transmitted to

As described in this Overview, networked music performance
is an extremely challenging application scenario due to the
requirements of this type of interactive communication. What
makes it challenging is the fact that musicians are highly
sensitive to interaction delays, and in NMP this delay is
not just unavoidable but also has a physical lower bound.
Many strategies have been adopted for pushing the limits
of this type of interactive communication, some aiming at
minimizing the time lag in the network, others involving
a-posteriori correction strategies. It is only in the past several years, however, that research has begun addressing the
problem from a perceptual perspective. We believe this is an
extremely promising direction as it is aims at answering open
and complex questions that are critical to advancing research
in the field.
Research on perceptual aspects of NMP is still in its
infancy, and a first significant step ahead could come from
assessing under what conditions musicians are able to adapt
to NMP limitations. Little is known about adaptability to
NMP though a great deal of data is being collected [58]
which could help shed light on this aspect. Quite unsurprisingly, direct experience tells us that adaptability is adversely
affected by age, but this is not information we can put
into productive use unless we sort out the causes. We
know that digital ‘‘natives’’ (those born just before the turn
of the millennium) are often able to immediately adapt
to an NMP environment, while older musicians tend to
take longer, though it is not clear whether this is to be
attributed to a lack familiarity with the devices in use (inear headphones, microphones, etc.) or to being less accustomed to interaction delay in mediated communications. A
better understanding of these aspects is expected to come
from targeted perceptual experiments and data/questionnaire
processing.
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One aspect that needs to be assessed when discussing
perception-aware NMP solutions, is how content influences
the quality of the NMP experience. This issue was initially
raised in [39], where the tempo slowdowns were found to
be dependent on the rhythmic and timbral features of the
musical piece that was being played. This aspect indeed
deserves further exploration and modeling in order to come
to better designed NMP solutions. Content-aware analysis
is not easy to achieve because it needs to be approached
at various levels of abstraction. The tempo dependency on
musical features described in [39], for example, is conducted
at a low level of abstraction. Accounting for expressive tempo
changes, however, requires content analysis at a higher level
of abstraction. Similarly, expressive descriptors are bound to
provide important information on the levels of engagement
and entrainment of the musicians involved in the NMP, which
are likely to play a crucial role in the assessment of the NMP
experience.
As mentioned above, understanding and modeling perceptual aspects of NMP requires a large number of perceptual
experiments, which are to be conducted in a organized and
systematic fashion. One initial outcome of such experiments
is a complete revision of all the metrics that are currently
adopted for evaluating the quality of NMP experience. The
slowing of the tempo, in fact, is one of the most commonly
adopted metric for assessing the impact of interactional delay
on NMP. In order to reliably assess the quality of the interaction experience, however, we need to account for a much
wider range of factors. For example an undesirably limited
mutual entrainment between musicians might come into play
or, conversely, desirable expressive ritardandi might become
part of the performance. Understanding what contributes to
the quality of an interactive musical experience, in fact, is still
a relatively young and unexplored research problem, which
needs to be teased apart from conditions naturally inherent
in musical practice. Addressing such issues could greatly
help construct models for overcoming, or at least easing, the
inherent limitations of NMP.
From the perceptual standpoint, it is also of great importance to explore how different modalities (typically audio
and video) jointly contribute to the quality of the NMP
experience. For example, there seems to be a clear correlation between video definition/resolution, high frame rate,
image size and the overall NMP experience. However, it
is still unclear how the NMP experience is affected by
such parameters. For example, although we cannot clearly
‘‘see’’ the difference between 30 and 90 frames per second in the video refresh rate, the level of comfort is
heavily affected by it [119]. Research is only beginning
its first step towards understanding the interplay of the
various modalities and their parameters towards a better
NMP experience.
Beyond perceptual aspects of the NMP experience is
the understanding of cognitive mechanisms that musicians
develop to cope with NMP limitations, particularly with
delays. This understanding would, in fact, lead to novel
VOLUME 4, 2016

technological solutions and compensatory measures in NMP.
Musicians, over time, learn to adapt to adverse NMP conditions far beyond what we tend to give them credit for. Organ
players, for example, may be forced to compensate delays up
to over one second between action and perceived sound, when
the physical displacement between the instrument keyboard
and pipes is significant. Opera singers and choruses are often
expected to anticipate their singing of several hundreds of
milliseconds with respect to the perceived orchestra sound in
order to compensate for the delay caused by their geographic
displacement with respect to the orchestra pit. This ability,
however, is likely to be associated with a strong musical
background and a certain level of proficiency as performer. Is
it possible to predict the evolution of the performance ahead
enough to compensate for communication delays? Can this
prediction ability go as far as anticipating expressive changes
in order to preserve the impression of an interactive performance? These questions have recently raised the interest
of the scientific community, giving birth to a research field
called ‘‘robotic musicianship’’ [120].
As we can see, the corpus of knowledge that is yet to be
gathered and processed for a better understanding of NMP
experiences is, in fact, quite extensive and, as we progress in
this research effort, we need to organize it systematically. As
done in other fields of research, one effective way to map this
knowledge is to develop an ontology that captures the relevant
aspects of such knowledge and the relations between them.
This requires a careful collection of semantic descriptors and
conducting questionnaires for organizing them into semantic
spaces equipped with proper metrics. It requires mapping
what we know about NMP (and other mediated interactional
experiences) into knowledge maps. It also requires using
machine intelligence to explicitly map relationships between
collected data and semantic qualifiers/descriptors. This is an
approach that is commonly adopted in the area of semantic
web, or in music information retrieval, but it applies particularly well to all areas of research where knowledge is mapped
as a network of relations at various levels of abstraction and
strength. We believe that a systematic approach to understanding, modeling and developing solutions for NMP could
be extended to other areas of applications where mediated
interaction plays a crucial role, particularly gaming and telepresence applications.
Another topic that we believe could be of great interest
to musicians and worth considering and exploring, is the
possibility to fully exploit the peculiarities of a NMP and
turning what are normally considered liabilities of this form
of communication into an asset. We know, for example, that
NMPs are characterized by
• freedom from space and ensemble size constraints:
which means that a NMP could involve (in principle) an
unlimited number of performers;
• unbounded augmentation: the network can transport not
just sound but also control signals, therefore a musician
could simultaneously play/control a large number of
remote musical instruments;
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•

•

virtualization of space: sometimes in real interactive
performances the mutual positioning of musicians is
not optimal and not everyone is happy with their
mutual spatial location or the environmental conditions;
NMP potentially offers the possibility to personalize the
positioning and the environment to one’s preferences;
internet acoustics: new possibilities open up also on
the acoustic forefront, which consist, for example, of
sharing a particularly favorable environment with the
other musicians and making the whole performance
acoustically interact with it; or making several environments become part of a wider shared acoustic space
(a global and distributed reverberator), or creating physical model instruments whose delay elements are network delay, or creating a virtual global environment
in which all performers interact also from the same
acoustical standpoint.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

With this article we offered an aerial view of the current and
recent literature on Networked Music Performance research.
We discussed how this interaction modality is approached and
studied, with special attention to the unavoidable problem
of network latency. For this particular aspect we discussed
experiments, perceptual aspects and related evaluation metrics, and offered a comparative overview of what constitutes
the state of the art. We then discussed hardware/software
enabling technologies and experimental frameworks, with a
specific telecommunications and networking-oriented focus.
Finally we offered a critical perspective on possible future
research directions in the field of network-mediated musical
interactions.
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